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As you find the safety products you need
within our catalog, keep a lookout for helpful
information to guide you along the way.

?

For Your Information icons provide
you with generalized (non-regulatory)
information about associated products.
Cross References will direct you to
another page and can help you find
related products throughout our catalog.
Shipping icons indicate products
that require shipping directly
from the manufacturer.

Non-stock
item.

Stock icons indicate a specific
SKU’s availability. Non-stock item.
Minimum quantity may apply.

New Products
9435 Remote Area
Lighting Systems
Battery-powered, safety-approved handheld remote
area light. Made with polycarbonate body.
Features 1,500-lumen output on high, 750-lumen
output on low and up to 10 hours of run time.
Closed dimensions: 7.87" W x 15.75" L x 9.06" H.
Extended mast height: 32.28". Powered by
(1) NiMH battery (included) with battery level
indicator. Certifications: RoHS Compliant, CE Approved,
Class I, Division 2, IECEx ic, ATEX Zone 2 Orange.
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9435

New Products

9435

2380R
2010C-BLK

2380R Tactical
Flashlight
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Features slide-beam technology, USB recharge-ability
and full battery level indication. Offers high
performance LED lamp, multiple modes (high,
strobe, low) and high carbon steel clip. Provides
up to 25 hours of run time, 305-lumen output
on high and 30-lumen output on low. Powered
by (2) CR-123 disposable, rechargeable batteries
(included). Lifetime warranty. 6.48" Length. Black.
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SabreLite™ 2010
LED™ Flashlights
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Made with durable, lightweight EXL body.
Produces white collimated beam as bright as
incandescent light. Twist on/off lens shroud
eliminates accidental discharge. Features
submersible design, 161-lumen output and 22-hour
run time. Powered by (3) C alkaline batteries
(included). Lifetime warranty. 8.11" Length.
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3310ELS

3310ELS Emergency
Lighting Station
Features self-contained glowing beacon and
flashlight that’s easy to locate in the dark.
Made with photoluminescent polycarbonate
body, polycarbonate lens and high/low/flashing
modes. Housed in clear tamper-proof case that
mounts to wall, making it highly visible during
a power outage. Offers 234-lumen output, up
to 202 hours of run time and IPX7 waterproof
design. Powered by (3) AA alkaline batteries
(included). Lifetime warranty. 6.14" Length.
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New Products

2745

2745 LED Headlamp
Made with polycarbonate body, lens and shroud.
Features ultra-compact and lightweight design,
provides 33-lumens and up to 40 hours of run
time. Offers multiple modes including high, low
and flashing. Includes cloth and rubber head
straps as well as center mount adhesive helmet
clip. Class I, Division 1 certified. Powered by
(3) AAA alkaline batteries (included).
2.25" Length.

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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Ironclad® Motor
Grip Gloves
Features Diamonclad® silicone-fused palm, terry
cloth sweat wipe, TPR cuff puller, TPR Velcro® wrist
closure and neoprene knuckle impact protection.

EXO-MGG
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KONG®
Original
Gloves
The original oil and gas
glove features KONG
metacarpal and knuckle
protection and exclusive
palm material. Features
hi-viz palm, extended
neoprene cuff
and ID tag.

New Products

SDX2
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Knit Cut 3 Gloves
Features polyethylene cut-resistant yarn with
polyurethane-dipped palm. Ideal for tool pushing,
construction and mining. Safety yellow. EN388 level 3.

IKC3-HSY
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Hi-Viz Utility Gloves
Features EXO-embossed palm, suede cuff puller
and terry cloth sweat wipe. Hi-viz color and
reflective accents for safety and visibility.

EXO-HSO
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Industrial Impact
Rigger Cut 5 Gloves
Features Duraclad reinforced palm
for grip and Airprene cuff for snug
fit. Extra impact protection on fingers,
thumb, knuckles and metacarpal bones
for maximum coverage. Reflective fabric
offers nighttime visibility. ENN388
cut level 5 palm liner. Ideal for heavy
industrial environments, oil extraction,
refining, mining and rigging.

Rebel™
Self-Retracting
Lifelines

3590543
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Lightweight, compact and durable. Safer
than traditional lanyards due to retractable
technology to ensure falls are stopped within
a few inches. Durable thermoplastic housing
on both web and cable models incorporates
a swiveling anchorage ring, allowing
for ultimate functionality in heavy-use
environments. Unique speed-sensing brake
keeps forces to a minimum and reduces
clearance requirements. Web models feature
unique, thin webbing that enables a compact
size with a load capacity of 310 lbs. Galvanized
steel cable models feature a maximum
arresting force of 900 lbs. and support
capacity of 420 lbs. and 5 mm cable
diameter. Hooks have 3,600-lb. gate
compliance. Two year warranty, no
annual re-certification required. Meets all
applicable OSHA, ANSI and CSA standards
and requirements, including ANSI Z359.1.

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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INDI-RC5
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ExoFit STRATA™
Construction Style
Positioning Harnesses
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1112536

Features LIFTech™ weight distribution system,
Repel™ webbing, built-in lanyard keepers
that automatically reset, impact indicator,
integrated suspension trauma straps,
customizable name tag, and label protectors.
Includes PolarMesh™ back pad, EZ-Link™
SRL adapter, Revolver™ quick-connect leg
straps, Revolver vertical torso adjusters,
stand-up Tech-Lite™ aluminum back and
side D-rings, and body belt/hip pad with
thermoformed EVA padding. i-Safe™ enabled
with RFID technology.

Heavy-Duty Drivers Gloves
Top-grain cowhide palm with added split
leather, index finger and thumb reinforcement.
Palm-sewn with Kevlar ® for strength and heat
resistance. Features wing thumb and elastic on
cuff for snug fit. Unlined for maximum dexterity.

PAGE
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New Products

1464

1470 TrueFit™ Goatskin
Performance Gloves

1470
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Top-grain goatskin construction for dexterity.
Features spandex back for precision fit, reinforced
thumb and elastic cuff with hook-and-loop closure.
Rough side out and double palm provide longer life
and better gripping power. Smooth surface fingers
for improved handling. Top-grain leather side bolsters
provide additional protection for side surface work.
Finger tips covered in leather for heavy wear area
protection. Not designed for welding. 72 Pr/Cs.
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TrustFit™ Pod
Push-In Foam Earplugs
Push-in foam earplugs designed with an ergonomic stem
and dimpled foam tip so they are easy to fully insert
and remove without picking up dirt from workers’ fingers,
and comfortable to wear during the work day.
Meets ANSI S.3.19-1974.
TRUSTFITPOD-1
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N10R020000

North Zone™ Hard Hats

New Products

Contemporary high density polyethylene (HDPE)
shell design with 4 large areas for custom logo
imprinting or other personalization options. Features
slots for cap-mounted earmuffs, faceshields and
other PPE accessories, removable and replaceable
rear comfort cradle, 3-level height adjustment
(Low, Medium, High), and ergonomic headband for
easy adjustment to 3 different sizes (S, M/L and XL).
Includes moisture-wicking, breathable sweatband
that is easily removable, washable and replaceable.
Meets ANSI Type I, Class C, G and E requirements.

EM2177-HL

PAGE
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Thunder® for
North® Hardhats
Features sleek design and easy height
adjustment. Lower profile cups attract
less dirt for better hygiene.
Ear cups snap in place during use
and swing back when not in use.

EM4157-HL

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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Instant Wide Base Shelter
Quickly put up some shade that stays stable in all kinds
of conditions. Made of rugged Polyguard 2X™ double-thick
fabric with UVGuard™ material for 50+ UPF protection.
Features telescoping poles with Comfort Grip™ technology,
and wide slanted legs with large feet that can be stepped on for easy setup.
Includes ground stakes, pre-attached guy lines and wheeled carry bag
for easy storage and transport. 12’ x 12’ Tent provides 100 sq. ft. of shade.
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5-Gal. OSHA Beverage Cooler
Cooler includes cup dispenser and insulated case to keep drinks
cold. Features Comfort Grip over-molded handles, easy-to-use
faucet and antimicrobial liner. ANSI color and reflective accents
meet OSHA compliance.

New Products

3000004064

TD200-HVY
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Wicking
and Cooling
Products

TD400-NAVY
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Comfortable, soft hand, lightweight fabric
helps reduce effects of heat stress. Skull
caps feature tie-back to ensure close fit
to the head. Bandanas and towels can be
worn multiple ways or used to wipe down.
23% More cooling power than microfiber.
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DuPont™
ProShield®
50 Coveralls
Suitable for protection against
non-hazardous particles, light liquid
splash and aerosols in many industrial
applications. Made with microporous
film that is laminated to spunbonded
polypropylene substrate. Features
serged seams. Applications include:
janitorial, sanitation and general
industrial maintenance. White.

NB120SWH4X002500
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3M™ Solus™ 1000 series protective eyewear
features Scotchgard™ Anti-Fog lens coating
which withstands disinfection with diluted
bleach soaking or alcohol wipes without losing
its anti-fog performance. Kit includes optional
elastic strap and removable foam gasket.

S1201SGAF-KT
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New Products

3M™ Solus™
1000-Series

2-Strap Respirators
Dura-Mesh® shell protects the filter media so that it stays
cleaner-looking longer. Shell resists collapsing, even in heat
and humidity. Softspun® lining gives added comfort and
durability. Contour molded nosebridge with a soft foam nose
cushion for an easy comfortable fit. Optional exhale valve
reduces hot air buildup, reducing breathing resistance
and keeping workers cooler longer. Optional carbon layer
helps filter out nuisance levels of ozone and organic vapors,
or nuisance levels of acid gases (less than OSHA PEL).
All meet heat and flame resistance in accordance with
2300N95
ANSI/ISEA 110-2003, Section 7.11.1.

2200N95

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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Electric Service
Gloves, Class 0
Protects up to 1000 Volts AC/1500 Volts DC. Features
12" length for added protection. Must be worn
with leather protector gloves. Electric Service gloves
are Class 0, Type 1 and made with natural rubber.
Meets or exceeds ASTM D120-09 specifications.

6417

25627

New Products

25676

25631
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Jackson Safety*
V10 Element*
Safety Eyewear
Lightweight, popular styling with an economical
price. Metal-free design with screw-less hinges. Base
curve 10 lenses are made of a polycarbonate material
that provides 99.9% UVA/UVB/UVC protection. Meets
ANSI Z87.1+ requirements for high-impact protection.
Product complies with the Trade Agreements Act.
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Jackson Safety* V30
Nemesis* Safety Eyewear
Sporty, flexible, and lightweight design for comfort
and compliance. Enhanced nosepiece design with
integrated ridges to divert sweat. Hardcoated lenses
for scratch resistance and longer life. Every pair
includes a neck cord for reduced risk of damage when
not being worn. Comes with a gravity feed display box.
Base curve 8. Nemesis* S fits a smaller, slimmer head
without adjustments with a base curve 8.25. Nemesis*
Polarized has superior polarized-lens technology
to reduce eye stress and fatigue caused by excessive
glare. Meets ANSI Z87.1+ requirements for high-impact
protection. Lenses are made of a polycarbonate
material that provides 99.9% UVA/UVB/UVC
protection. Product complies with the Trade
Agreements Act, except for Nemesis* Polarized.

N-Ferno® 6821
Fleece Balaclava

Features 340 g stretch polyester fleece for warmth and comfort.
Reflective accent for higher visibility. Universal. Black.
16821
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DM1310P

Dominator™ DM3

63011-00C
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Latchways Mini
Personal Fall Limiters

New Products

Designed to provide solution-based eyewear protection. Features wire core, independently adjustable nose
pads. Available with MAX3™ scratch-resistant coating which provides three times greater scratch resistance,
MAX6™ anti-fog coating which is proven to provide six times greater fog-resistance and dissipation, or
BOSSMAN™ mirror lens coatings. Offers co-injected TPR wire core adjustable nose pads and temples for
complete adjustability. Available in 4 frame options; Gun Metal/Red TPR, Clear/Blue TPR, Black/Black TPR,
or Yellow/Blue TPR. Meets or exceeds Z87+ and Military High Velocity Impact standards. Includes cord
and cleaning case.

63111-00C

Compact and lightweight self-retracting
lanyard uses multiple spring radial
energy-absorbing technology.
Eliminates the need for an external
energy-absorber outside of housing.
Features aluminum swivel carabiner
and top steel carabiner (single leg only).
Twin-leg version is available when dual
connection is needed for 100% tie-off.

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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Curvilinear Comfort System provides total
comfort during use. Integral belt and
comfortable saddle assist with support,
position, restraint and climb movements.
Teflon® fabric protected webbing resists
water, oil, grease and dirt. Uses a special
urethane web coating to resist stains and
wear and tear that are common when
working in dirty environments. Rated
to a 400-lb./180 kg capacity. Suitable for
controlled descent, positioning, ladder
climbing, rescue, and fall arrest. Includes
load-indicator to alert when the harness
has been involved in a fall event. Meets all
applicable OSHA, ANSI and CSA standards
and requirements, including ANSI Z359.1.

New Products

10155875

Gravity® Harness

11-927
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HyFlex® 11-927 Medium-Duty Oil-Repellent Gloves
RIPEL® Liquid Repellence Technology provides oil repellence without compromising flexibility. Unique
3/4-dip geometry provides added protection against oil exposure and knuckle abrasion. Industry leading
wet and oil grip, ANSELL GRIP Technology®, uses microscopic channels to wick away oil and moisture.
Features HPPE and nylon-plaited liner and elasticized knit cuff. ANSI abrasion level 4 and ANSI cut level 2.
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ActivArmr® 97-120 Gloves
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Features 15-gauge Spandex® polyester liner
with neoprene nitrile coating for increased
comfort and dexterity. Impact protection reduces
potential injury. Intercept™ Technology provides
cut protection. Outstanding mud-oil grip plus cut
and impact resistance protects hands in extreme
conditions, reducing fatigue and increasing
productivity. Hi-viz color increases awareness
of location of users’ hands for safety.
Ideal for reworking tools, running cables,
handling pipes and assembly of motors.
EN 388 4242.
97-120

Hydroblast HB2 Goggles
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Features solution-based protection, TPR seal and
7-point ratchet action. Offers vented and dielectric
design. MAX6™ provides anti-fog coating. Available
with adjustable hook-and-loop elastic strap or
adjustable rubber strap. Meets ANSI Z87+ standards.

New Products

HB1210PF
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Luminator® FR Class 2
Breakaway Vest
Made of GlenGuard® solid lime modacrylic/aramid
blended fabric with 2" silver FR reflective stripes.
Features 5-point hook-and-loop for breakaway and
D-ring access for fall protection harness. Arc rating:
5.4 cal/cm², HRC1. Meets ASTM F1506 and NFPA 70E.
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R compliant.

FRMBCL2LXL

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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PS0110ID

Passage Eyewear
Features lightweight frame, flexible temples with rubber temple pads and
seamless one piece design. Polycarbonate lens provides impact resistance.
Provides 99.9% protection against harmful UV rays. Meets ANSI Z87.1 standards.

Emperor Penguin®
Winter-Lined
Nylon Gloves

PAGE
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Waterproof winter gloves feature 15-gauge shell with a soft,
brushed 10-gauge insulated acrylic liner. Closed cell nitrile dip is
available in full palm-dip or 3/4 sandy latex palm dip. Hi-viz yellow.

3398DNY

New Products
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Miller DuraSeal™
Sealed Self-Retracting
Lifelines

Designed to perform in the harshest environments
including onshore and offshore oil and gas, mining and
petrochemical. Prevents contaminants from entering unit
with the highest industry-rated sealed technology IP69K.
Built-to-last reusable brake design withstands multiple falls
and is corrosion-resistant. The sealed technology, reusable
brake system, field replaceable lifeline and corrosion resistant
materials keep the product in the field to lower cost of
ownership. Includes cable sling, tagline and (2) carabiners.

SSRL50G1
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WorkEasy®
Cut-Resistant Gloves
Blend of cut-resistant fibers provides a high-level
of cut and abrasion protection. Features
a lightweight 13-gauge Spectra® Fiber blend
knit shell with PU-coating for excellent
dexterity and tactile sensitivity. Offers
a consistently high level of mechanical
PAGE
cut protection making it ideal for
109
applications where cut or slash hazards
are a high risk. Lightweight glove
provides excellent dexterity and tactile
WE300
sensitivity for small part handling
and assembly. ANSI cut level 3/EN388 cut level 5.

PAGE
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NFD18FRG

Protect hands in instances of flash fire;
Kevlar ® brand engineered fibers are
inherently flame-resistant and fire retardant.
Features lightweight 13-gauge Kevlar
shell with neoprene/nitrile and bi-polymer
coating on palm and fingertips. Ideal
for oil, gas and petrochemical industries,
maintenance and manufacturing. Meets
ASTM F2675/F2675M-13 Standard.

PAGE
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New Products

NORTHFLEX FRGrip™
Plus 5 Gloves

FlexTech™ Gloves
with Sandy Nitrile Palm
Seamless machine knit cut-resistant shell
provides all-day comfort and protection. Sandy
nitrile palm coating delivers improved grip in
wet and oily applications. Machine washable
for longer service life. ANSI cut level 5/A7.

Y9216

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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VisTech™ Hi-Viz Nitrile
Palm-Coated Gloves
Y9296

Made of high performance cut-resistant
fibers and stainless steel with nitrile-coated
palm. ANSI cut level 4/A4.

PAGE
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Glide® Foam
Twist-In Earplugs

New Products

Unique multi-curved stem rotates for a
custom fit inside each ear canal. Features
large handle on curved stem and
hygienic, no-roll design. Cord can be
attached at any desired length. NRR 30.

6940

6945
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Cut-Less Watchdog®
Nitrile-Coated Gloves
Features High Performance Polyethylene (HPPE)
with sandy nitrile dip over closed-cell nitrile.
Seamless knit design and long knit cuff for secure
fit. Pre-curved to minimize hand fatigue.

35-6375
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3M™ Speedglas™
9100 Welding Helmets
Available with (3) auto-darkening filters (ADFs)
in different sizes with built-in mag plate holder.
Sensitivity adjustment for use with all Stick,
MIG and TIG processes. Also has grinding
and torch cutting modes. Headgear features
flexible head suspension and extended coverage
of vulnerable areas, such as the ears and neck,
making helmets comfortable and versatile.
Available with SideWindows with replaceable covers
that allow for enhanced peripheral and downward
viewing, reducing the “tunnel vision” effect. Each
starter kit includes (5) outside protection plates,
(2) appropriately sized inside protection plates
and a sweatband.

9100

Helmet lens options:
• Speedglas™ 9100X, dark Shades 8-13; 9.12 sq. in. viewing area
• Speedglas™ 9100XX, dark Shades 8-13; 12.11 sq. in. viewing area

Premium top-grain elkskin gloves feature reinforced
thumb, lock stitching with Kevlar ® thread and welted
fingers protect seams, unlined palm for added dexterity.
Cotton/foam-lined back offers added heat protection
and 14" length enhances safety. Pearl. 48/Cs.

PAGE
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750

New Products

750 Stick Welders Gloves

75-3239
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Hi-Viz Vests
with Chainsaw Striping
Mesh vest with chainsaw designed silver reflective
stripes over contrasting color. Features heavy-duty
zipper closure, multiple large pockets, clear ID holder,
(2) mic tabs and black bottom to conceal dirt. Meets
ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R standards.

75-3240

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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Cut-Less Diamond®
Gloves with Dyneema®
Made with Dyneema Diamond Technology with soft gray
polyurethane palm coating for increased dexterity and
grip in industrial applications. Features long knit cuff for
more secure fit and increased cut protection. Pre-curved
finger design to minimize hand fatigue. ANSI cut level 2.
37-1300
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Predaflex™ Supported
Dipped Gloves
Features a 100% cotton brushed interlock liner and fully-coated
nitrile finish for durability and comfort. Palm is sandy finished
for extra grip and abrasion resistance. Shoulder length for
outstanding extended protection. Ideal for automotive, biological
hazards, commercial fishing, construction and farming.

New Products

MG9796

Leather FastFit® Gloves
Made with genuine DuraHide™ for extreme abrasion
resistance. Comfortable stretch elastic cuff provides easy
on/off flexibility. Form-fitting TrekDry® helps keep hands
cool and comfortable. Features anatomically designed
2-piece palm that eliminates material bunching in palm,
and pinched fingertip construction for added durability.
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LFF-75

PAGE
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Derma-Max™
Nitrile
Disposable
Gloves
Powder-free 8-mil nitrile
exam grade disposable
gloves with 12" extended
length for added
protection. Textured
finger tips for increased
gripping power. Excellent
sensitivity, wear and
dexterity. Latex-free. Blue.
6606-40

PAGE
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ECO-IMZ32T-YL
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Two-Tone Mesh Vest
Made of 2.95 oz., 100% polyester mesh with
2" silver reflective tape on contrast band. Features
zipper front closure, (1) smartphone flap chest
pocket with gusset, (1) large inside pocket,
(1) inside pencil pocket and (1) mic tab.
ANSI 107-2015 Type R, Class 3 compliant. Yellow.

Ambidextrous
Single Strap
Wrist Supports

New Products

16612

Provides light-to-moderate
support for office and industrial
use. Features reversible
hook-and-loop strap for use
on either hand. Single layer
of neoprene provides a
glove-like fit and brings a sense
of warmth to affected area.
Machine washable. Black.

Full line of PPE, Plant and Safety products
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PPE Safety Products
Personal protective equipment, commonly referred to as “PPE”, is equipment worn to
minimize exposure to serious workplace injuries and illnesses. These injuries and illnesses
may result from contact with chemical, radiological, physical, electrical, mechanical, or
other workplace hazards. Personal protective equipment may include items such as
gloves, safety glasses, shoes, earplugs or muffs, hard hats, respirators, coveralls,
vests and full body suits.
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